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BLOCKING BELOW THE WAIST 
 
2-3-7 
 
"Blocking below the waist is making initial contact below the waist from the front or the side 
against an opponent other than a runner. "  
 
Note that the rule book doesn't say only the offense cannot block below the waist.  I have been 
told by more than one coach that the defense is not prohibited from blocking below the waist.  
Bogus! 
 
Certainly most BBW's come from Team A or Team R but the rule does not preclude Team B or 
Team K from violating if they block below the waist. 
 
Film review shows some pretty consistent tends about where BBW occurs.  Most prominent is 
probably up-backs who "cut" blitzing linebackers on pass plays.  Up-backs often BBW during punt 
protection as well.  
 
Tackles who are matched up with very quick defensive ends are not above cutting those ends.  
Another BBW that is often observed is the lead back cutting the corner or strong safety on a 
sweep.  
 
 Snappers trying to catch up with the middle linebacker have been known to cut that defender.  
Team R is often called for BBW on kick-off returns. 
 
Tear B has been called in the past for a BBW when an undersized corner cuts the lead blocker on 
a sweep.  Team K has been known to "blow up" a wedge with a BBW on a kick-off.  Both of these 
situations are fouls and should be called. 
 
More than one pursuing linebacker has been cut by a tackle or tight end on the back side. 
 
Seldom seen and seldom called, but happens a lot, is the BBW by Team A's lead blocker on a 
linebacker who has stepped up to fill the hole.  Conversely, Team B's linebacker cutting the lead 
blocker in an attempt to clog up the hole is illegal. 
 
Some philosophy: 
 
A block above the knees on the thighs is probably not a dangerous block.  Anything at the knees, 
and certainly anything at the knees from the side, is dangerous and should be called. 
 
BBW is a safety issue.  This is where knees are destroyed.  When in doubt penalize! 
 
Some guidelines for calling this foul: 
 
If initial contact is above the waist and then the blocker slides below the waist, the block is 
probably legal. 
 
If the defender gets some good hand action on the blocker in an attempt to ward off the block, the 
block is probably legal.  Hands are considered above the waist. 
 



If the blockee "pancakes"on the blocker  the block is probably legal. 
 
If the blockee flies over the blocker like a missal it is surely a BBW. 
 
If the FBZ is still in contact there can be legal blocking below the waist if requirements are met.  

 
 


